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 Global warming is expected to exacerbate the duration and intensity of droughts in the
western United States, which may lead to increased tree mortality. A prevailing proximal
mechanism of drought-induced tree mortality is hydraulic damage, but predicting tree mortality from hydraulic theory and climate data still remains a major scientific challenge.
 We used forest inventory data and a plant hydraulic model (HM) to address three questions: can we capture regional patterns of drought-induced tree mortality with HM-predicted
damage thresholds; do HM metrics improve predictions of mortality across broad spatial
areas; and what are the dominant controls of forest mortality when considering stand characteristics, climate metrics, and simulated hydraulic stress?
 We found that the amount of variance explained by models predicting mortality was limited
(R2 median = 0.10, R2 range: 0.00–0.52). HM outputs, including hydraulic damage and carbon assimilation diagnostics, moderately improve mortality prediction across the western US
compared with models using stand and climate predictors alone.
 Among factors considered, metrics of stand density and tree size tended to be some of the
most critical factors explaining mortality, probably highlighting the important roles of structural overshoot, stand development, and biotic agent host selection and outbreaks in mortality patterns.

Introduction
Droughts driven by global climate change have already led to
widespread forest mortality episodes around the globe (Breshears
et al., 2005; Allen et al., 2015). Looking to the future, even under
the most optimistic low emissions projections, mean global temperatures are expected to rise over 1.5°C by the end of the century, and increases of 3.5–5°C are likely in high emissions
scenarios (IPCC, 2018). This temperature increase is predicted
to amplify the duration and intensity of droughts in many
regions of the globe, probably causing forest dieback and mortality. Given the critical role of forests for terrestrial biodiversity,
ecosystem goods and services, and carbon cycle feedbacks, accurate and mechanistic prediction of drought-induced forest mortality is urgently needed (Hartmann et al., 2018).
The physiology of drought-induced tree mortality is highly
complex and may involve multiple and interacting processes concerning hydraulic damage, declines in plant carbon status and
pest/pathogen outbreaks (Sala et al., 2010; McDowell et al.,
2013). Hydraulic damage, or the disruption of a plant’s ability to
move water from soil to leaves, has been shown to be a ubiquitous proximal mechanism of plant mortality during droughts
(Pratt et al., 2014; Rowland et al., 2015; Anderegg et al., 2015a;
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Venturas et al., 2016; Adams et al., 2017; Choat et al., 2018;
Trugman et al., 2018; Hammond et al., 2019). Hydraulic
impairment as a central mechanism is encouraging as multiple
mechanistic vegetation models (which can generally be parameterized by measurable plant traits and run quite easily at regional
or global scales) include a representation of water transport
through plants and can provide metrics of hydraulic damage
(Mackay et al., 2015; Sperry & Love, 2015; Christoffersen et al.,
2016; Sperry et al., 2017; Eller et al., 2018; Kennedy et al., 2019;
Mencuccini et al., 2019; De Kauwe et al., 2020; Sabot et al.,
2020; Y. Wang et al., 2020), which could be used to predict
drought-induced forest mortality.
In this study we explore if mortality can be predicted with a
hydraulic model (HM; Table 1) based on plant physiological
traits and stomatal optimization theory (Sperry et al., 2017; Venturas et al., 2018). The HM has been shown to improve transpiration and assimilation rates predictions under drought at tree,
stand and ecosystem scales (Venturas et al., 2018; Wang et al.,
2019; Sabot et al., 2020), and predict aspen (Populus tremuloides)
sapling mortality in a controlled drought experiment (Venturas
et al., 2018). However, a major question is whether broad-scale
traits, environmental drivers and a mechanistic model representing plant physiology are sufficient for predicting forest mortality
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at large scales. Thus, we set out to test if the HM could be used
to better understand and predict forest mortality recorded in the
US Forest Inventory and Analysis (FIA) dataset in the western
US (Woudenberg et al., 2010; Gray et al., 2012), where
widespread drought-driven mortality has been documented in
many tree species (Breshears et al., 2005; Worrall et al., 2010;
Williams et al., 2013).
Trait variation, plasticity and acclimation enable tree species to
adapt to local environmental conditions and could, in theory,
reduce forests’ vulnerability to mortality in future climates. For
example, xylem resistance to drought stress-induced cavitation
varies across species depending on their environmental niche (e.g.
Sperry, 2000; Choat et al., 2012; Venturas et al., 2013) and also
within-species across environmental gradients and time (e.g.
Lopez et al., 2013; Jacobsen et al., 2014; Anderegg, 2015; Lopez
et al., 2016). Yet, there are other traits that are even more plastic,
such as biomass allocation to different organs (e.g. MartınezTable 1 List of the main acronyms with their description and
corresponding units.
Acronym

Description

AIC
BA
BAFIA/BAAEE

Akaike information criterion
Stand basal area
Ratio between FIA and ecohydrological
equilibrium basal areas
Climatic water deficit
Diameter at breast height
United States Forest Inventory and Analysis
Generalized linear model regression
Mean growing season precipitation
Mean growing season solar radiation
Mean growing season temperature
Mean growing season vapor pressure deficit
Mean growing season wind speed
Hydraulic model
Leaf area index
Mean annual precipitation
Mean annual temperature
Maximum yearly maximum percentage loss
of conductance
Maximum yearly mean percentage loss of
conductance
Mean annual net CO2 assimilation per leaf
area
Mean yearly maximum percentage loss of
conductance
Mean yearly mean percentage loss of
conductance
Ratio between minimum annual net
assimilation and mean annual potential
assimilation with no soil drought
Mean annual solar radiation
Mean annual atmospheric vapor pressure
deficit
Mean annual wind speed
Percentage loss in hydraulic conductance
Palmer drought severity index
Random forest regression
Trees per hectare
United States of America

CWD
DBH
FIA
GLM
GSP
GSSOL
GST
GSVPD
GSWIND
HM
LAI
MAP
MAT
maxPLCmax
maxPLCmean
meanAnet
meanPLCmax
meanPLCmean
minAnet/Apot

MSOL
MVPD
MWIND
PLC
PDSI
RF
TPH
US
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Vilalta et al., 2009; Trugman et al., 2019b), turgor loss point
(e.g. Bartlett et al., 2012; Rosas et al., 2019) and photosynthetic
capacity (e.g. Benomar et al., 2016). Many of these traits cannot
be easily measured for each site when trait-based vegetation models are used for predicting forest responses at large spatial scales.
Therefore, we need to analyze model sensitivity to trait variation
and mechanistically understand how these traits shift with environmental variation to constrain the potential for trait acclimation in mediating future mortality risk during drought (Sperry
et al., 2019; Trugman et al., 2019a). Herein, we explored if mortality predictions were improved when allowing for acclimation
of stand leaf area and photosynthetic capacity for each site
(Sperry et al., 2019) as compared with just using species’ mean
parameters.
The aim of this study was to answer the following questions:
is a hydraulic damage threshold predicted by a HM prognostic
of regional drought-induced tree mortality patterns; does the
inclusion of hydraulic stress improve the variance explained in
observed mortality patterns; and what are the dominant controls of forest mortality when including stand characteristics,
climate metrics and simulated hydraulic stress as model predictors? To answer these questions, we selected FIA stands from
species growing in the western US, a forest region that is known
to have suffered drought episodes and mortality during the last
two decades (Breshears et al., 2005; Worrall et al., 2010; Williams et al., 2013, 2020; Griffin & Anchukaitis, 2014; Allen
et al., 2015). We initialized the HM with FIA-observed forest
composition and tree size distributions and ran the HM using
site-specific meteorology for the years leading to FIA measurement. We compared modeled whole-plant percentage loss in
conductance (PLC) with observed mortality to test whether
model-predicted hydraulic damage is prognostic of observed
mortality. Next, we used generalized linear model (GLM) and
random forest (RF) regressions to determine if PLC and carbon
assimilation metrics provided by the HM improved mortality
predictions for FIA stands, in addition to other stand and environmental factors that are important in explaining regional variations in tree mortality. Finally, we explored whether stand
density determined by ecohydrological equilibrium (Eagleson,
1982; Love et al., 2019; Sperry et al., 2019) improved mortality
prediction. Our ultimate goal was to better understand and predict drought-driven forest mortality.

%
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We selected eight tree species that commonly grow in monospecific stands in the western US. More than 300 FIA stands matched
our selection criteria (later) and > 10% of the stands selected had
tree mortality (Table 2; Fig. 1; Supporting Information Fig. S1).
The tree species selected were aspen, Colorado pinyon (Pinus
edulis), Douglas fir (Pseudotsuga menziesii), lodgepole pine (Pinus
contorta), oneseed juniper (Juniperus monosperma), ponderosa
pine (Pinus ponderosa), singleleaf pinyon (Pinus monophyla) and
Utah juniper (Juniperus osteosperma).
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US Forest Inventory and Analysis plots are further classified
into one or more ‘conditions’ per plot that represent distinct vegetation or land-use categories (Woudenberg et al., 2010). We
selected FIA plot–condition combinations that satisfied the following criteria:
(1) They represented forested areas.
(2) The condition surface fraction was ≥ 0.3 in order to filter out
plots with a small fraction composed of forest (Trugman et al.,
2020).
(3) FIA records disturbances that affect at least 0.4 ha and cause
significant damage or mortality to 25% of trees in the condition
(Woudenberg et al., 2010). The conditions analyzed here had
either no disturbance (FIA disturbance code: DSTRBCD1 = 0),
drought disturbance (DSTRBCD1 = 54) or insect damage disturbance (DSTRBCD1 = 10 or 12).
(4) We screened out any conditions that had undergone any
management treatments.
(5) The basal area (BA, m2 ha 1) of the target species was ≥ 90%
of total live tree BA. This BA threshold allowed running the HM
as if they were monospecific stands (see details later).
(6) Conditions were measured in 2016 or earlier in order to be
able to obtain hourly weather data (details later).
(7) The mean diameter at breast height (DBH, m) of the condition was ≥ 0.1 m.
(8) The minimum total BA (live + dead trees) was ≥ 2 m2 ha 1.
We treated each selected condition as an independent stand when
running the HM simulations (hereon we will use the term ‘stand’
for each FIA condition). From the 12 430 total selected stands,
73 (0.6%) were coded as suffering drought disturbance and 847
(6.8%) insect damage.
We quantified mortality as the percentage of BA of dead trees
in relation to total BA of the stand. Mortality was obtained from
FIA dataset and the stands selected for analysis contained both
‘pseudo’ and ‘real’ mortality measurements. ‘Pseudo-mortality’ is
estimated by FIA crew from trees they consider died during the
5 years leading to the first inventory of the stand. ‘Real mortality’
is calculated by comparing dead trees from two consecutive
inventories. We used both real- and pseudo-mortality measurements to ensure a large enough sample size, and so that we could
include drought-induced mortality events that occurred in the
early 2000s, a time period that would otherwise be overlooked.

Hydraulic model simulations
The HM used in this study is forced with input meteorology at
an hourly time resolution and predicts carbon, water and energy
fluxes, and plant physiological status based on well-understood
water transport biophysics and stomata optimization theory
(Sperry et al., 2017; Venturas et al., 2018). The HM is parameterized with plant traits (Table S1) and for each hourly time step
calculates the stomatal aperture that maximizes the difference
between normalized photosynthesis gain and hydraulic risk
(Sperry et al., 2017). The main HM outputs are transpiration,
net carbon assimilation, water potential of each element in the
soil-to-atmosphere continuum, and PLC.
We ran the HM for the selected FIA stands. Most HM parameterizations stand input variables were directly obtained from FIA
(i.e. latitude, longitude, elevation, slope, aspect and BA;
Table S1). Bedrock depth and soil texture were obtained and calculated from SoilGrids250m (Hengl et al., 2017). Species-specific traits were obtained from the literature (Tables S1, S2). Some
of the most relevant species traits, because of their effect on fluxes
and hydraulic stress, are leaf area to BA (LA : BA), maximum
plant conductance, xylem vulnerability curves for roots, stems
and leaves, and maximum carboxylation rate.
Meteorological variables necessary for forcing the HM include
shortwave solar radiation, air temperature, precipitation, wind
speed and atmospheric vapor pressure deficit at an hourly time
step (Table S1), which we obtained from the Princeton Global
Forcing dataset v.3 (Sheffield et al., 2006). We obtained the 3hourly record from 1979–2016 for the 0.25 9 0.25 degree grid
of each FIA stand (downloaded 2 August 2019; from http://hyd
rology.princeton.edu/data/pgf/v3/0.25deg/3hourly).
Weather
data were downscaled to hourly resolution using linear interpolation. Precipitation was only available at a daily time step. Thus,
in our simulations, precipitation occurred daily at midnight (0 h)
of the following day. Given that most of the plots used in this
study are in water-limited ecosystems in the US where precipitation events tend to be short, intense and low in total volume, we
do not anticipate that this assumption resulted in any substantial
effects on predictions of plant physiological status. Simulations
were run with the globally averaged atmospheric CO2 concentration at the surface for each year (Dr Pieter Tans, NOAA/ESRL

Table 2 Summary of the US Forest Inventory and Analysis (FIA) stands used in this study.

Species

Total
stands
(n)

Stands with
mortality
(n (%))

Aspen
Colorado pinyon
Douglas fir
Lodgepole pine
Oneseed juniper
Ponderosa pine
Singleleaf pinyon
Utah juniper

1036
311
3109
1149
1041
2825
468
2491

587 (56.7)
54 (17.4)
697 (22.4)
498 (43.3)
184 (17.7)
439 (15.5)
76 (16.2)
291 (11.7)

Period

Mean BA
(m2 ha–1)

Mean
DBH (m)

Median
mortality
(%BA)

Maximum
mortality
(%BA)

1998–2016
2000–2016
1998–2016
1998–2016
2001–2016
1999–2016
2001–2016
1999–2016

18.4
11.1
30.0
25.1
14.6
17.1
13.0
19.2

0.18
0.21
0.34
0.18
0.34
0.28
0.24
0.33

6.3
8.7
5.2
6.8
6.6
5.2
7.1
4.2

78.9
87.5
98.0
96.5
92.9
85.6
93.8
91.6

BA, basal area; DBH, diameter at breast height.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

Fig. 1 Map with the US Forest Inventory and Analysis (FIA) stands selected for mortality analysis. Each panel corresponds to stands of one species:
(a) aspen; (b) Colorado pinyon; (c) Douglas fir; (d) lodgepole pine; (e) oneseed juniper; (f) ponderosa pine; (g) singleleaf pinyon; and (h) Utah juniper. For
each one of the selected species the number of stands with no mortality (Nnm, black x) and with mortality (Nwm, red +) are specified.

www.esrl.noaa.gov/gmd/ccgg/trends; and Dr Ralph Keeling,
Scripps Institution of Oceanography, scrippsco2.ucsd.edu).
We ran simulations for 15 yr before the FIA measurement
year (included). This enabled a 5 yr spin-up period for soil moisture to stabilize, as the soil moisture was initialized at field capacity. The remaining 10 yr correspond to the mean period
between FIA repeated measurements. The HM outputs were
analyzed for the 5 yr periods before measurement year (included), as that is the time-frame for which mortality was estimated for pseudo-mortality measurements. The start and end
dates of the growing seasons were calculated using inflexion
points in cumulative thermal degree-d > 5°C (Fu et al., 2012;
Sperry et al., 2019). All simulations were run with xylem refilling
switched off during the growing season, that is, not allowing for
embolism reversal (recovery of hydraulic damage) when xylem
pressures became less negative (higher water potentials). However, trees were allowed to fully recover hydraulic conductivity at
the beginning of each growing season, as if their maximum
hydraulic conductance was restored by growing new xylem or
refilling embolized conduits. This perfect recovery between
growing seasons may overestimate transpiration and assimilation
rates after drought years that lead to high hydraulic damage.
Nevertheless, we considered this to be the best approach given
existing knowledge gaps on hydraulic recovery dynamics and
drought legacy effects (Venturas et al., 2017).
Ó 2020 The Authors
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We ran five sets of simulations. In sum, these five simulations
representative of different model assumptions and uncertainties
when predicting drought-driven mortality using plant hydraulic
principles (Table 3). Simulations include:
(1) Nonacclimated with mean species rooting depth (NAS); this
is the basic simulation with mean plant traits collected from the
literature.
(2) Nonacclimated setting rooting depth equal to bedrock depth
for each stand (NAB). The HM was run with ground water
access switched off; thus, rooting depth determines the amount
of water stored in the soil that can be accessed by trees. We ran
this simulation to account for differences in soil moisture availability. Bedrock depth was obtained from SOILGRID250M (Hengl
et al., 2017) and the maximum depth was set to 2 m.
(3) Acclimating tree leaf area and photosynthetic capacity
(Sperry et al., 2019) with the mean species rooting depth (AS).
This simulation was run to account for trees’ trait plasticity and
acclimation. Reference conditions for the acclimation routine
were the mean solar radiation, air temperature, wind speed and
vapor pressure deficit of the first quarter of the growing season
(details in Sperry et al., 2019) for the 10 yr leading to FIA stand
measurement.
(4) Running the tree acclimation routine and rooting depth
equal to bedrock depth (AB). This simulation accounts for both
trait plasticity and soil moisture availability.
New Phytologist (2021) 230: 1896–1910
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Table 3 Simulations run for each US Forest Inventory and Analysis (FIA) stand.
Abbreviation

Description

Objective

NAS

Nonacclimated with
species mean
rooting depth

NAB

Nonacclimated with
bedrock depth

AS

Acclimated with
species mean
rooting depth

AB

Acclimated with
bedrock depth

AEE

Acclimated
ecohydrological
equilibrium

Baseline simulation using mean species traits across all FIA stands. This simulation uses the allometric leaf area to
basal area and mean maximum carboxylation rate (and its corresponding maximum electron transport rate) from
the literature (Supporting Information Tables S1, S2). Each species is assigned a mean rooting depth from the literature (Tables S1, S2).
Evaluating if water availability based on soil water storage capacity performs better than mean species rooting
depth for predicting plant water stress. This simulation uses the same traits as NAS except for mean species rooting
depth that is replaced for each stand for the bedrock depth if it is shallower than 2 m (Tables S1, S2).
Evaluating if allowing trees to acclimate their leaf area and photosynthetic capacity improves mortality prediction.
This simulation uses the same traits as NAS except for tree leaf area to basal area and maximum carboxylation rate
(and corresponding maximum electron transport rate) that are acclimated using the algorithm proposed by Sperry
et al. (2019).
Evaluating is tree acclimation plus soil water storage improve plant water stress and mortality predictions. This
simulation uses the same parameters as NAB except for tree leaf area to basal area and maximum carboxylation
rate (and corresponding maximum electron transport rate) which are acclimated using the algorithm proposed by
Sperry et al. (2019). The only difference with AS is that AB uses bedrock depth as rooting depth.
Determining how well ecohydrological equilibrium theory predicts stand basal area (BA) and if the divergence
between FIA and EE BA (BAFIA/BAAEE) is a good mortality predictor. This simulation uses both tree acclimation
(tree leaf area to basal area; photosynthetic capacity) and stand acclimation through ecohydrological equilibrium
(Love et al., 2019; Sperry et al., 2019). AEE simulation also allowed us to explore if stands were accessing water
from sources other than direct precipitation.

(5) Running tree acclimation with mean species rooting depth
and determining stand density with ecohydrological equilibrium
(AEE) using the climate of 10 yr before FIA measurement. The
AEE first acclimates trees’ leaf area and photosynthetic capacity
to the stand’s climate (equal as in AS and AB). Then, the AEE
finds the maximum stand BA that satisfies during the reference
period (10 yr): that the mean yearly maximum PLC
(meanPLCmax) is ≤ 10; and that the highest yearly maximum
PLC (maxPLCmax) is ≤ 85 (details in Sperry et al., 2019). This
simulation was run to determine if ecohydrological equilibrium
theory (Eagleson, 1982) can be used to predict FIA BA, and if
the ratio between FIA and AEE BA (BAFIA/BAAEE) is a good predictor of drought-induced mortality.
We tested the hypothesis that modeled whole-plant PLC is
prognostic of drought mortality with quadratic and exponential
curve regressions. We evaluated maxPLCmax, meanPLCmax, maximum yearly mean PLC (maxPLCmean) and average yearly mean
PLC (meanPLCmean) in the 5 yr leading to stand measurement.
We also evaluated if modeled PLC was prognostic of binomial
mortality using logistic regression models.
Forest mortality statistical models
As modeled PLC alone was not a strong predictor of mortality
(see the Results section), we further used GLMs and RFs to determine which predictors best explained observed variations in forest
mortality. We evaluated a wide range of stand, climate and HMderived vegetation diagnostics (Table S3). The geographic stand
variables derived from the FIA that were evaluated were latitude,
longitude and elevation. Lower elevations are usually warmer and
may lead to higher drought stress. Slope and bedrock depth were
included as they determine water availability. BA, trees ha–1
(TPH) and leaf area index (LAI) were included because they
determine stand water demand. DBH was included to evaluate
tree size dependent mortality processes. We did not include
New Phytologist (2021) 230: 1896–1910
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aspect or soil texture as factors as they are not continuous variables (but they were used to parameterize the HM).
Annual and growing season climate variables used as mortality
predictors were calculated for the 5 yr leading to the FIA stand
measurement (including the measurement year; Table S3). We
evaluated climatic variables that determine water availability,
evapotranspiration and photosynthesis. We calculated from the
Princeton Global Forcing dataset the mean annual or mean
growing season temperature (MAT, GST), precipitation (MAP,
GSP), atmospheric vapor pressure deficit (MVPD, GSVPD),
wind (MWIND, GSWIND) and solar radiation (MSOL,
GSSOL). We also evaluated the minimum and maximum values
for these variables (Table S3). In addition, we evaluated two climate variables commonly used to evaluate drought intensity, the
Palmer drought severity index (PDSI) and climatic water deficit
(CWD). We obtained PDSI and CWD from the 4 9 4 km
TerraClimate grid that contained the FIA stands (Abatzoglou
et al., 2018). We calculated the minimum monthly PDSI (maximum drought intensity), mean PDSI and maximum monthly
PDSI (most moist period) during the period as well as the minimum, mean and maximum CWD for the period (Table S3).
Importantly, TerraClimate, although available at a coarser temporal resolution which we could not use for HM forcing, has a
finer spatial resolution (4 9 4 km grid) compared with the hourly
weather data (0.25 9 0.25 degree grid) which probably better
captures small-scale variations in stand climatic conditions.
We evaluated HM diagnostics related to hydraulic damage
and carbon assimilation as mortality predictors (Table S3). The
hydraulic damage factors evaluated were the same ones used for
identifying a mortality threshold (maxPLCmax, meanPLCmax,
maxPLCmean and meanPLCmean) with the hypothesis that higher
PLC should lead to elevated mortality (Venturas et al., 2018).
The annual carbon assimilation metrics calculated from HM
hourly outputs for the 5 yr periods before FIA measurement were
mean net carbon assimilation (meanAnet) and the ratio between
Ó 2020 The Authors
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minimum net assimilation and potential net assimilation of the
stands for those years if there were no soil water limitation
(minAnet/Apot). To calculate potential net assimilation, we ran
the simulations with the hourly weather datasets and kept soil
water content at field capacity. Our prediction was that lower
assimilation rates or ratio would indicate higher stress and lead to
larger mortality. For the AEE simulation we excluded
meanPLCmax, meanPLCmean and maxPLCmean from the analysis,
as they are constrained by the AEE algorithm. However, we did
retain maxPLCmax in the AEE simulation, as it can identify years
with high hydraulic damage. For the AEE we also included
BAFIA/BAAEE as a mortality predictor, with the expectation of
stands with larger BA than ecohydrological equilibrium (BAFIA/
BAAEE> 1) would show greater mortality.
We used a two-step analysis with GLMs to explore the factors
most important for predicting forest mortality. First, we explored
stand and climate variables as mortality predictors by fitting
GLMs with linear coefficients and no interactions among variables (Table S3). Second, we included HM outputs related to
PLC and carbon assimilation to test if including these variables
improved predictions (Table S3). We selected the best-fit model
for each species and for data of all species together with Akaike
information criterion (AIC). We used AIC and adjusted R2 to
compare the predictive power of models not including and
including HM outputs as factors. This analysis was performed
with HM variables from the five sets of simulations (Table 3). In
70 (0.56%) stands the acclimation routine failed to converge on
an optimal solution. We removed those stands for subsequent
analysis in order to use the same stands for simulation comparisons.
We performed the analysis using the ‘stepwiseglm’ function in
MATLAB (The MathWorks Inc., Natick, MA, USA). The function
implements all possible models and selects the model with the
lowest AIC. We standardized factors by subtracting the mean
and dividing by the standard deviation. Standardization allowed
us to compare the weight of each factor for predicting mortality.
Models without interactions were selected to facilitate interpretation of the effect of each factor on mortality. We acknowledge
this is a limitation as many physiological responses are nonlinear
and can be influenced by interactions, but this approach was necessary for model parsimony and statistical inference. Collinearity
between predictive factors is crucial to account for when fitting
multiple regression-based approaches like GLMs. Therefore, we
only kept one factor out of those that were correlated with an rvalue ≥ 0.8. From among the correlated factors we retained the
one that provided the highest correlation (r) with mortality. In
addition, we also evaluated the variance inflation factor of the
predictive variables from the best-fit models to ensure the majority of variance inflation factors were < 5 and none were > 10
(O’Brien, 2007).
We used RF as an additional method for predicting forest
mortality and estimating the importance of different factors. RF
is an ensemble learning technique for regression analyses that
relies on constructing multiple decision trees and then averaging
the mean response. For their construction the model randomly
selects a subset of variables for each tree, which enables the
Ó 2020 The Authors
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importance of each factor to be estimated. Collinearity among
predictors does not usually represent a problem for predictions,
but affects the parameters that describe the importance of each
variable. Therefore, we followed the same approach as for GLMs
for removing collinear predictors before constructing the RF.
Then we constructed RFs with the R-package RANDOMFOREST
(Liaw & Wiener, 2002; R Core Team, 2018). We used 1000
trees per forest and evaluated the relative importance of each variable by their contribution to increment of mean squared error by
permutation (settings: ntree = 1000, importance = True,
scale = False). We evaluated the relative importance of each factor
and constructed a new RF after removing factors that contributed
to < 5% of total importance until all factors in the RF contributed to > 5% of relative importance. Factor removal enabled
us to obtain RFs with higher predictive power (percentage variance explained) and with fewer factors to facilitate their interpretation. We performed this analysis for each species, all species
together and with HM outputs from each simulation (Table 3).
We selected the model with highest percentage variance explained
for each species. The percentage variance explained was obtained
from out-of-bag samples, that is, from those not used for model
training as RFs tend to overfit training datasets. Finally, we evaluated relative importance of the factors selected by the best RFs.

Results
PLC mortality threshold
Modeled PLC alone was not a strong predictor of mortality
(Fig. 2). Quadratic regressions of maxPLCmax, meanPLCmax,
maxPLCmean and meanPLCmean vs mortality were statistically
significant (P < 0.05) for all species together, aspen, Douglas fir
and lodgepole pine for some simulations (Table S4). However,
all significant regressions explained < 2% of the observed variance
in mortality. No exponential regression was significant
(P > 0.05). Most stands that showed high mortality also showed
high modeled PLC (e.g. 77.1% of stands with mortality> 50%
BA had a maxPLCmax > 50 for NAS simulation; Fig. 2). However, regressions were not significant or explained very little of
the variance owing to a high number of stands with high modeled
PLC and very low or no mortality (Fig. 2).
Logistic regressions predicting mortality as a binomial variable
(absence, presence) were significant for all species (P < 0.05;
Fig. S2) and the variance explained ranged from 1.7% to 9.1%.
However, the probability of mortality for modeled full hydraulic
failure (maxPLCmax = 100) was lower than 0.27 for all species
except lodgepole pine (0.51) and aspen (0.69). For aspen, the
HM achieved a probability of mortality of 0.5 at
maxPLCmax = 53.7 (Fig. S2).
Mortality predicted by GLMs
The variance in mortality explained by GLMs ranged from 3.4%
for Utah juniper to 31.4% for lodgepole pine (Table 4; Fig. 3a),
and the all-species GLM explained 9.2% of mortality. The
GLMs systematically underpredicted mortality for FIA stands
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Fig. 2 Modeled highest maximum percentage loss in hydraulic conductance reached in the 5 yr before measurement (maxPLCmax) was not a good
predictor of mortality expressed as percentage dead basal area (%BA). The lack of predictive power is in part a result of the high density of points with high
maxPLCmax and low mortality. These maxPLCmax results are from nonacclimated simulations with mean species rooting depth (NAS). Each panel
corresponds to stands of one species: (a) aspen; (b) Colorado pinyon; (c) Douglas fir; (d) lodgepole pine; (e) oneseed juniper; (f) ponderosa pine;
(g) singleleaf pinyon; and (h) Utah juniper. Colors represent the density of points from low density (dark blue) to high density (yellow).

Table 4 Best generalized linear (GLM) and random forest (RF) models for
predicting percentage basal area mortality and the amount of variation
explained by the models (ordinary R2, %).

Species

GLM
simulation

GLM Var.
Exp.

RF
simulation

RF Var.
Exp.

All species
Aspen
Colorado pinyon
Douglas fir
Lodgepole pine
Oneseed juniper
Ponderosa pine
Singleleaf pinyon
Utah juniper

AEE
NAS
AEE
AS
AS
AEE
AEE
AB
AEE

9.21
11.74
14.99
9.24
31.38
7.38
6.51
6.16
3.36

NAB
AEE
NAB
NAS
AB
NAS
NAB
AEE
NAB

51.81
8.21
9.85
41.45
49.61
11.17
11.26
0.11
6.21

The simulation that provided the best predictive power for each species is
reported: NAS, nonacclimated with species rooting depth; NAB,
nonacclimated with bedrock depth; AS, acclimated with species rooting
depth; AB, acclimated with bedrock depth; AEE, acclimated
ecohydrological equilibrium.

with high mortality (Fig. S3). Including HM outputs improved
mortality predictions compared with only using stand and climate predictors (Fig. 3). All species reached the DAIC = 2
threshold usually used to determine significant model improvements (Fig. 3b). The mean adjusted R2 increment was 0.013 (a
13.7% increase) and the maximum absolute adjusted R2
improvement was 0.032 (a 11.8% increase) for lodgepole pine
(Fig. 3a). Singleleaf pinyon showed the maximum relative
New Phytologist (2021) 230: 1896–1910
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adjusted R2 improvement (29.0%; Fig. 3a). The simulation that
provided the best mortality prediction varied depending on the
species and model experiment (Table 4), where the experiment
‘acclimation with ecohydrological equilibrium’ (AEE) was most
selected by the GLMs. Aspen was the only species where the most
skillful GLM selected HM output without acclimation (NAS;
Table 4).
The factors that best predicted mortality were similar across
species, but with some important species-specific differences
(Fig. 4). The most important factors explaining all-species mortality were elevation, TPH, DBH and mean CWD. Elevation
had a positive coefficient, meaning that mortality was greater at
higher elevations, whereas TPH, DBH and mean CWD had negative coefficients, indicating that higher values of these variables
(i.e. higher stand density, bigger trees and higher mean aridity)
led to lower mortality (Fig. 4; Notes S1). Other stand factors
explaining all-species mortality were longitude (eastern stands
showed greater mortality), BA (higher density led to higher mortality), bedrock depth (deeper soils led to lower mortality), LAI
(higher values led to lower mortality). Other climate factors
explaining all-species mortality were minimum GSSOL (negative
coefficient), minimum GSWIND (negative coefficient), maximum MAP (higher precipitation led to lower mortality), minimum monthly PDSI (higher values that represent less drought
stress led to lower mortality) and mean PDSI (stands on average
with less drought showed higher mortality). The HM diagnostics
explaining all-species mortality were meanAnet (stands with
higher assimilation had greater mortality), minAnet/Apot (stands
Ó 2020 The Authors
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Fig. 3 Comparison of best-fit generalized linear models (GLMs) for predicting mortality for each species with only stand and climate predictors (S+C) vs
those predictive variables plus hydraulic model outputs (S+C+HM). (a) Adjusted R2 for S+C (red) and S+C+HM (blue) best-fit models. (b) Akaike
information criterion increment (DAIC) when hydraulic model outputs are included (S+C+HM) compared with when they are not (S+W). The dashed line
indicates DAIC = 2.
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Fig. 4 Mortality predictive factors selected for each species’ generalized linear model (GLM). Circles indicate selected predictive factors. Red circles
correspond to positive coefficients, and blue circles to negative coefficients. Color saturation indicates the weight of each factor relative to the maximum
absolute factor coefficient within species as shown in the legend. Factors are ordered by type representing stand, climate and hydraulic model (HM)
variables. BA, basal area; TPH, trees ha–1; DBH, diameter at breast height; BEDROCK, bedrock depth; LAI, leaf area index; MWIND, mean annual
windspeed; GSP, mean growing season precipitation; GSSOL, mean growing season solar radiation; minMAT, minimum mean annual temperature;
minMAP, minimum annual precipitation; minMVPD, minimum annual mean vapor pressure deficit; minMSOL, minimum mean annual solar radiation;
minGST, minimum mean growing season temperature; minGSP, minimum growing season precipitation; minGSSOL, minimum mean growing season solar
radiation; minGSWIN, minimum mean growing season windspeed; maxMAP, maximum mean annual precipitation; maxMWIND, maximum mean annual
windspeed; maxGSP, maximum growing season precipitation; maxGSVPD, maximum mean growing season vapor pressure deficit; minPDSI, minimum
monthly Palmer drought severity index; meanPDSI, mean PDSI; maxPDSI, maximum monthly PDSI; meanCWD, mean annual climatic water deficit;
maxCWD, maximum climatic water deficit in a year; maxPLCmax, maximum yearly maximum percent loss of conductance; meanPLCmax, mean maximum
percentage loss of conductance; meanAnet, mean annual CO2 assimilation; minAnet/Apot, ratio between minimum annual net assimilation and mean annual
potential assimilation with no soil drought; BAFIA/BAAEE, ratio between US Forest Inventory and Analysis basal area and ecohydrological equilibrium basal
area.

that showed a larger drop from the potential assimilation had
greater mortality), and BAFIA/BAAEE (stands with greater BA relative to BAAEE showed higher mortality).
The parameters that explained mortality in four or more
GLMs (Fig. 4) were tree size- and stand density-related (BA,
TPH, DBH, LAI), bedrock depth, meanPLCmax, meanAnet, and
BAFIA/BAEE. The effects on mortality of BA, TPH, DBH and
bedrock depth were consistent for all GLMs, whereas LAI had
diverging effects. Higher LAI led to lower mortality in ‘all
species’ (counterintuitively, with a low importance) and to higher
Ó 2020 The Authors
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mortality in Colorado pinyon, ponderosa pine and Utah juniper
(as expected, with high relative importance). Stands with higher
meanAnet consistently showed higher mortality rates.
Hydraulic damage factors selected for GLMs depended on the
best fit simulation. Higher meanPLCmax led to higher mortality
for the four species for which NAS, AS, and AB simulations were
selected. For AEE simulations BAFIA/BAAEE was the predictor
selected. For Colorado pinyon, ponderosa pine and Utah juniper,
contrary to expected, stands with BA larger than predicted by
AEE showed lower mortality (Fig. S4).
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Mortality predicted by RF
The mortality explained by RF models ranged from 0.1% for singleleaf pinyon to 51.8% for all species (Table 4; Fig. 5). The
species for which RF best predicted mortality were lodgepole
pine (49.6% variation) and Douglas fir (41.5% variation); both
of these species were also among those for which GLMs performed better at predicting mortality. Mortality was underpredicted for stands with high mortality (Fig. 5). Overall, RFs
outperformed GLMs in mortality prediction (Table 4). RFs’
higher predictive power is to be expected as RF models can
account for interactions and nonlinearities. The best simulations
selected by RFs differed from those selected by GLMs. RFs
selected nonacclimated simulations (NAB, NAS) more often than
acclimated ones (AB, AAE; Table 4). All RFs selected at least one
HM physiological diagnostic variable as a predictive factor of
mortality (Fig. 6).
The RF selected for all species had six factors: four stand variables (BA, TPH, DBH, LAI), one climate factor (mean CWD),
and one HM output (meanPLCmax; Figs 6, S5–S7). The factors
with greater importance were TPH (40%) and DBH (27%).
Lower TPH and DBH led to higher mortality (Fig. S5a,b). The
remaining factors (BA, LAI, mean CWD, meanPLCmax) had
similar importance (5–11%; Fig. 6). Higher BA, LAI and
New Phytologist (2021) 230: 1896–1910
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Fig. 5 Observed mortality expressed as
percentage dead basal area (%BA) vs
predicted mortality by random forest (RF) for
out of bag samples. These are the RF with
the hydraulic model (HM) variables that
explained highest variation (Var) per species
(Table 4). The predictive factors used in each
RF are shown in Fig. 6. Colors represent the
density of points from low density (dark blue)
to high density (yellow).

meanPLCmax led to higher mortality (Fig. S5c,d,e). Low
(< 500 mm) and high (> 1600 mm) mean CWD led to greater
mortality (Fig. S5f). All these factors, with the exception of
meanPLCmax, were also selected in the best GLM for all species.
Random forest regressions consistently showed that stand density (BA, TPH, LAI) and tree size (DBH) parameters were among
the most important factors for all species (Fig. 6). Modeled PLC
variables were selected for five of the nine best-fit RFs and greater
PLC always led to greater mortality. Higher BAFIA/BAAEE led to
higher mortality in aspen and singleleaf pinyon. Consistent with
GLMs, meanAnet was a mortality predictor for aspen, Douglas fir
and lodgepole pine. Spatial patterns (latitude, longitude and elevation) explained mortality for several species. Singleleaf pinyon
mortality increased at low elevations. Colorado pinyon and ponderosa pine mortality decreased at mid-elevations.

Discussion
Predicting climate-driven mortality rates from hydraulic theory is
an important and daunting scientific challenge. We show here
that modeled hydraulic stress alone was not a strong predictor of
mortality in FIA stands, as it explained < 2% of variance. However, including HM physiological diagnostics that represent
hydraulic damage and carbon assimilation moderately improved
Ó 2020 The Authors
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Fig. 6 Relative importance of the factors selected by the best random forest (RF) for predicting mortality per species. Factors are sorted by type
representing stand, climate and hydraulic model (HM) variables. Relative importance of each factor increases from light blue to dark red. Asterisks indicate
factors that were also selected for that species for their best-fit generalized linear model (GLM; Fig. 4). BA, basal area; TPH, trees ha–1; DBH, diameter at
breast height; LAI, leaf are index; MVPD, mean annual vapor pressure deficit; MWIND, mean annual windspeed; GSP, mean growing season precipitation;
minMAT, minimum mean annual temperature; minMSOL, minimum mean annual solar radiation; minMWIND, minimum mean annual windspeed;
minGSWIND, minimum mean growing season windspeed; maxMWIND, maximum mean annual windspeed; maxGST, maximum mean growing season
temperature; maxGSSOL, maximum mean growing season solar radiation; meanPDSI, mean Palmer drought severity index; maxPDSI, maximum monthly
PDSI; minCWD, minimum climatic water deficit in a year; meanCWD, mean annual CWD; maxCWD, maximum CWD in 1 yr; maxPLCmax, maximum
yearly maximum percentage loss of conductance; meanPLCmax, mean maximum PLC; meanPLCmean, average mean annual PLC; maxPLCmean, maximum
mean PLC; meanAnet, mean annual CO2 assimilation; minAnet/Apot, ratio between minimum annual net assimilation and mean annual potential
assimilation with no soil drought; BAFIA/BAAEE, ratio between US Forest Inventory and Analysis basal area and ecohydrological equilibrium basal area.

mortality predictions in multivariate GLMs and RFs that
included stand characteristic and climate variables as well. This
improvement is encouraging as it shows that despite the uncertainty of parameterizing the HM, the HM physiological diagnostics do provide a metric of stress and performance that represents
the interactions between trees and their environment better than
using stand characteristics and climate variables alone. The HM
acclimation routine did improve mortality predictions for some
species, but we did not find any one simulation scheme that outperformed the others across the board. Importantly, responses
differed among species, which allows us to infer variation in
adaptation to environmental conditions among species. GLM
analyses allowed us to further partition which factors were most
significantly associated with tree mortality and the directional
sensitivity (i.e. amplifying vs dampening) of vegetation responses.
These factors were consistent among those selected by the RFs,
which generally outperformed the GLMs, as expected. Overall,
RFs were capable of explaining up to 51.8% of mortality for all
species analyzed together.
Modeled PLC and mortality
Results for predicting drought-driven mortality from plant
hydraulic principles are extremely promising in controlled
glasshouse and garden experiments using seedlings (e.g. Venturas
et al., 2018). Yet, in this study we found that HM-modeled PLC
alone was not a strong predictor of FIA mortality at landscape
scales, even in species where widespread drought-driven mortality
has been documented in this region, such as aspen, Colorado
pinyon or singleleaf pinyon (e.g. Anderegg et al., 2013; Meddens
et al., 2015). The lack of modeled PLC mortality threshold
Ó 2020 The Authors
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contrasts with other primarily glasshouse studies where a distinct
threshold has been demonstrative to be predictive of mortality
(Brodribb et al., 2010; Urli et al., 2013; Anderegg et al., 2015a;
Venturas et al., 2016, 2018; Rodrıguez-Calcerrada et al., 2017;
Johnson et al., 2018; Hammond et al., 2019; Sapes et al., 2019).
There are some important differences between our study and
these studies that have identified a distinct threshold. Mainly,
studies that identified distinct thresholds actually measured PLC
or modeled PLC having measured the vast majority of environmental drivers and plant traits required for model parameterization. The lack of a relationship between PLC and mortality in
our study could be a result of the model structure not capturing
plant responses. However, we can probably rule out this possibility as the HM has been thoroughly tested in two controlled
experiments (Venturas et al., 2018; Wang et al., 2019) and
against eddy-covariance flux-tower datasets (Sabot et al., 2020).
However, our study, and indeed all landscape-scale studies, is
inherently constrained by parameterization uncertainties associated with large spatial scopes. Even with a perfect understanding
of plant physiology, the HM may not be able to accurately model
soil water potential across the root zone and thus PLC, because of
the coarse climate, and hydrological and soil data. FIA stand
coordinates are randomly offset up to 1.6 km from the actual
location (Gray et al., 2012) and the soil and weather-forcing
dataset are downscaled to 250 m and 0.25 degrees (c. 25 km),
respectively. These spatial scales do not allow microclimatic conditions or topographic subtleties to be captured, such as a stand
growing next to a stream in a drainage basin or on a mountain
ridge, which are critical for representing hydrology. Furthermore,
PLC increases rapidly when soil moisture is depleted from soil in
a feedback cycle that can lead to rapid increases in PLC in just a
New Phytologist (2021) 230: 1896–1910
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few days (Venturas et al., 2018; Sperry et al., 2019). Thus, any
underestimation of water supply or overestimation of demand
can rapidly lead to higher modeled PLC than what the stand
actually experienced.
There are several additional nonexclusive reasons that could
explain why HM-modeled PLC alone was not prognostic of FIA
mortality. First, other causes of mortality such as insect attacks,
disease, wind damage and forest successional stage/stand development are not included in the model (Stephenson et al., 2011,
2019; Anderegg et al., 2015b), although some are exacerbated
with drought stress (Anderegg et al., 2015b; Stephenson et al.,
2019). Additionally, we evaluated PLC against whole-tree mortality, but hydraulic damage can also lead to significant dieback
without killing the whole plant (Davis et al., 2002). Thus, our
analysis cannot predict losses of biomass as a result of dieback,
which may be prevalent as many stands that were identified by
FIA as disturbed by drought did not register mortality (Fig. S8).
The identification of PLC mortality thresholds can be further
complicated by lagged effects of drought on tree growth and
mortality (Anderegg et al., 2013; Berdanier & Clark, 2016;
Trugman et al., 2018).
Second, the HM was set to predict forest responses for precipitation-fed stands. Many of the stands had higher BA than predicted from ecohydrological equilibrium theory (68.7% stands
with BAFIA/BAAEE> 1; Fig. S4) for a solely precipitation-fed system. This higher BA is consistent with many western US forests
receiving water subsidies from melting snow from areas higher in
the watershed or from access to bedrock water (Goulden & Bales,
2019; Love et al., 2019). Further, topography and subsurface
hydrological processes can substantially mediate drought stress
experienced by trees (Tai et al., 2017; McLaughlin et al., 2020).
The inadequacy of modeling stand drought stress with precipitation data alone in many contexts highlights the importance of
better representing and incorporating hillslope hydrology in vegetation models (Tai et al., 2018; Fan et al., 2019) and identifying
hydrological refugia (McLaughlin et al., 2017; Ramirez et al.,
2020).
Third, we used mean species-specific traits, and erroneous
parameterization can lead to imprecise PLC estimates. There is
substantial evidence showing that traits, such as xylem anatomy
and vulnerability curves (Lopez et al., 2013; Jacobsen et al., 2014;
Anderegg, 2015; Guerin et al., 2020), rooting depth (Fan et al.,
2017), tree leaf area to basal area and photosynthetic capacity
(Trugman et al., 2019a,b)) exhibit plasticity and vary both geographically and in time. We ran acclimated simulations to
account for variations in leaf area and photosynthetic capacity,
which largely determine water demand, and ran simulations setting rooting depth to bedrock depth to account for differences in
root access to soil water, which largely determines water supply
(Table 3). However, none of these simulations managed to capture a PLC mortality threshold (Fig. 2; Table S4).
Main factors that explained mortality
The factor that explained the greatest variance in mortality across
species and modeling approaches was TPH. This factor together
New Phytologist (2021) 230: 1896–1910
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with DBH and BA are diagnostics of stand successional stage and
carrying capacity. Stands with higher BA and lower TPH showed
greater mortality, but larger trees (DBH) were linked to lower
mortality (Figs 4, S5). These characteristics are associated with
mature stands, and thus this signal probably captures stand selfthinning during stand development. In addition, the fact that
stands with higher BA and LAI were associated with higher mortality may be indicative of drought-stress mortality as a result of
structural overshoot and competition for scarce resources
(Eagleson, 1982; Das et al., 2011; Jump et al., 2017; Young
et al., 2017).
Biotic agent dynamics are an alternative, nonexclusive explanation for tree size and density driving mortality in addition to or
instead of processes related to structural overshoot. Bark beetle
attacks have contributed to extensive tree mortality in North
American forests (Raffa et al., 2008; Kolb et al., 2016). Bark
beetle host selection, population dynamics and flight distances
play an important role in determining which trees are killed
(McDowell et al., 2019; Stephenson et al., 2019). Depending on
the beetle and host species, beetles preferentially attack trees of a
size class or physiologically stressed trees with decreased defense
capacity (Kolb et al., 2006, 2016; Raffa et al., 2008; Stephenson
et al., 2019). The number of trees susceptible to beetle attack
increases under drought stress, which allows beetle populations to
build, increasing tree mortality (Kolb et al., 2016).
Several metrics of water stress, including CWD and PDSI,
were among the main climate drivers identified as predicting
mortality (Figs 4, 6). Their effect on mortality is not surprising as
these are two variables that integrate water availability based on
precipitation inputs and evapotranspiration demands. For our
all-species model and for our ponderosa pine model, the response
coefficient for minimum PDSI was negative (Fig. 4). This relationship is biologically intuitive because a lower PDSI corresponds to a more intense drought. Aspen mortality increased
with CWD, consistent with previous research (Anderegg et al.,
2015a). For lodgepole pine, higher maximum PDSI, corresponding to wet periods, led to greater mortality, which may be linked
to moist conditions facilitating pathogen infections (e.g. rusts
and Phytophthora spp.) in dry climates (Kolb et al., 2016).
Hydraulic model physiological diagnostics moderately
improved GLMs’ mortality predictive capacity (Fig. 3) and were
also selected as mortality predictors in all the best RFs (Fig. 6).
The selection of HM outputs as mortality predictors is promising
as it shows that these parameters are capable of representing a
stand’s vigor or stress better than just examining stand and climate variables alone. The significance of HM outputs in predicting mortality is probably a result, in part, of the fact that these
variables are reflective of hourly variations in water stress and synthesize how the stand characteristics and weather conditions
affect whole-stand water usage and physiological performance.
Thus, the HM captures within-season variations in plant stress
that the yearly or growing season integrated climate parameters
tested cannot capture.
Percentage loss in conductance metrics were consistently
selected as mortality predictors for both GLMs and RFs (Figs 4,
6). Higher PLC was associated with greater mortality, consistent
Ó 2020 The Authors
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with hydraulic damage being one of the main mechanisms leading to drought-induced mortality (Adams et al., 2017; Venturas
et al., 2017; Choat et al., 2018). Another HM output selected by
GLMs and RFs was meanAnet, which had positive coefficients indicating that stands with higher carbon assimilation experienced
higher mortality rates. At first this may seem counterintuitive, but
it indicates that stands with greater potential of photosynthesis are
also the ones with larger mortality probably because they have
higher carbohydrate needs to support their physiology and
hydraulic integrity (Sala et al., 2012). The observed meanAnet relationship is consistent with declines in carbon status being a contributing factor to drought-induced mortality (McDowell et al.,
2008; Sala et al., 2012; Pratt et al., 2014; Rodrıguez-Calcerrada
et al., 2017; Lloret et al., 2018; Sapes et al., 2019).
It was somewhat puzzling that the best simulations for predicting mortality with GLMs and RFs were different for each species
(Table 4). The GLMs performed better at predicting mortality
with acclimation routines that acclimated plant leaf area and photosynthetic capacity to the mean environmental conditions (AS,
AB) and adjusted the stand carrying capacity to ecohydrological
equilibrium (AEE), whereas best RFs mainly selected nonacclimation simulations (Table 4). This difference may result from
mathematical differences as our GLMs were based on linear
responses without interactions, whereas RFs did not have these
constraints. In addition, the selection criteria for best-fit models
were different for GLMs and RFs. The best GLMs were selected
using AIC, whereas the best RFs were selected based on the simulation and model that explained highest variance, with all factors
accounting for > 5% relative importance. The average difference
in variation explained by RFs of the simulation selected by RF
and GLM was 2.85% (Notes S2). When the same simulation was
compared for RF and GLMs (Fig. S9) the main factors selected
with RFs were overall consistent with results explained earlier.
Conclusions
Hydraulic models have improved prediction of water and carbon
fluxes from individual plant to ecosystem scale (Eller et al., 2018,
2020; Mencuccini et al., 2019; Wang et al., 2019; Liu et al.,
2020; Sabot et al., 2020), species distribution (Simeone et al.,
2019) and tree mortality (Venturas et al., 2018; De Kauwe et al.,
2020; this study). However, regional-scale prediction of mortality
with HMs still remains a challenging task, owing to uncertainties
associated with plant traits and heterogeneity in sub-grid scale
water access. This limitation of HMs is especially true when predicting future responses, because parameterizing vegetation models becomes increasingly complex as a result of physiological
uncertainties associated with trait plasticity and acclimation, in
addition to uncertainty associated with climate forcing and
hydrology. Despite these challenges, HMs allow researchers to
explore how forests will fare under future conditions if plant traits
and environmental conditions are prescribed (e.g. Liu et al.,
2017; Sperry et al., 2019), enabling a better understanding of the
sensitivity of physiological and ecological responses to individual
traits and/or environmental variables (e.g. D.R. Wang et al.,
2020), to the extent that HMs can represent the study system.
Ó 2020 The Authors
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Finally, this study adds to a rich body of hydraulic literature and
shows that stand density, tree size and hydraulic damage control
drought-induced mortality, which may help in predicting what
future western US forests will look like under a warmer and drier
future (Cook et al., 2015).
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stand basal area.
Fig. S5 Partial dependence of the random forest (RF) factors.
Fig. S6 Six factors selected as mortality predictors by random
forest analysis for all species.
Fig. S7 Correlation matrix for the six factors selected as mortality
predictors by random forest for all species.
Fig. S8 Maximum percentage loss in conductance vs mortality
for stands identified by FIA as suffering drought disturbance.
Fig. S9 Relative importance of the factors selected for predicting
mortality per species by random forest (RF) of the same simulations as those selected by generalized linear models (GLMs).
Notes S1 Best-fit generalized linear model (GLMs) parameters,
coefficients and variance inflation factors for all species and simulations.
Notes S2 Comparison of random forests (RF) for different
species and simulations.
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Table S2 Species-specific traits obtained from the literature for
parameterizing the hydraulic model.
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